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Questions
I. Brexit: what, when and why?
II. Post-Brexit future UK?
III. Post-Brexit future of EU?
IV. Significance of UK & EU for US?
V. Significance for US, UK, EU & world?

UK & EU are 
foundational to US, 
our strongest allies 

and closest economic 
ties. How will Brexit 

alter the relationships?
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The Great Decision: Brexit:              
taking stock and looking ahead 

◼ Solidarity, strength and vitality of Western alliance of 
US, UK and EU is most important to future of world

◼ UK exit from EU threatens to weaken the alliance

◼ Rising assertiveness of rising power China and 
revanchist Russia, will seek to undermine and exploit 
differences in the Western Alliance

◼ Alliances naturally have differences that need to be 
reconciled

◼ The Great Decision will be not let differences divide 
but be complementarity and make more robust 
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Brexit background: UK’s 
uncertain fit with EU

◼ British declined to join 1951 European Coal and Steel 
Community (ECSC) and 1957 Treaty of Rome

◼ In 1963, finally applied but DeGaulle vetoed

◼ Joined EU in 1973 after DeGaulle’s 1970 death

◼ 1985 EU Schengen Agreement eliminated most border 
checks, but UK maintained immigration controls

◼ Wary UK had previous floods of immigrants from colonies

◼ 1992 Maastricht Treaty created Euro, but UK opted out

◼ Finally, 2016 Brexit vote to leave
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Brexit background: UK 
Euroscepticism led to split

◼ Euroscepticism resurfaced at fringes of British politics

◼ EU became a dividing line polarizing British politics

◼ In Jan 2013, PM David Cameron pledged referendum 
on EU, not expecting it ever to happen

◼ Surprisingly, Cameron kept power and by landslide 
parliamentary vote, referendum passed 544 to 53 
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Nigel Farage – rightwing 
Eurosceptic and leader of Brexit



Shocking 48/52 Brexit leave 
vote convulsed Europe

◼ June 2016 Brexit vote ended UK’s 47 years in EU

◼ UK been inextricably linked to Europe and Churchill’s vision 
of a “United States of Europe”

◼ Leavers hailed as reversing decades of declining influence 
and reclaiming past imperial glory

◼ Campaigned of xenophobia, immigration, and claims 
money sent to EU should be reinvested in UK

◼ Remainers worried about serious economic effects –
especially trade and financial sector
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To heal split, must address governance, trade & immigration 



Leave voters 82% unfavorable view of 
EU and 90% disagree with  immigration 
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Brexit PM Politics in UK

◼ After six years as PM, David Cameron resigned

◼ Theresa May elected PM, and despite her opposition to 
Brexit soldiered on, but unable get deal then resigned

◼ Pro-Brexit Boris Johnson succeeded May as PM in 2019

◼ Boris Johnson’s Conservative majority passed EU 
Withdrawal Agreement Act 7
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David Cameron(2010-16) Theresa May (2016-19) 

Boris Johnson (2019-?) 



Brexit deal just 
reached Dec 30

◼ EU-UK trade: No tariffs and quotas, but customs check 
to insure EU regulatory standards (and delays)

◼ Services-heavy UK economy faces new barriers

◼ Professionals must open offices & credentialed in EU & UK

◼ Financials hit hardest, lose EU authorization & shifting to EU

◼ Free movement of persons between EU and UK ended

◼ But no hard border between Northern Ireland and 
Irish Republic but supply chains to UK at risk 

◼ UK now makes own laws & trade agreements

8Source: Life After Brexit, by Antonia Colibasanu, Dec 31, 2020, Geopolitical Futures
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UK: England 85% of population and London 
the center, but outvoted by surroundings
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Scotland only 1/10 population of England, but its strong 
remain vote and narrow defeat of independence from UK  
previously still lurks as possibility



Different brand of 
Scotch

◼ After 300 years, Scotch nationalists sought sovereignty 

◼ 1997 referendum reestablished Scottish Parliament 
authority over domestic affairs

◼ In 2014 vote Scots rejected independence 55/45

◼ But 62% Scots voted remain due to exports

◼ However, UK subsidizes Scots $13 bil per yr.

◼ Scots oppose Boris Johnson & threatening another 
referendum to leave UK
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Scotland’s First 
Minister Nicola 
Sturgeon



UK now? Great 
Britain or little 

England? 

◼ Britain no longer ruler of global empire 

◼ Since can’t live within EU, must align with others

◼ Could expand Five Eyes intelligence & military 
alignment of UK, US, Canada, Australia, & New Zealand

◼ A major force to be reckoned with

◼ A market already shared and readily opened

◼ Many free trade agreements already in place

◼ Would strengthen relations in both Asia & N America
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Source: Britain Returns to Its Past, By George Friedman, 1/5/2021, Geopolitical 
Futures
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British Empire 13.7 mil. sq. 
mi. vs England 50,00 sq mi



UK Economy Hurt by 
Brexit

◼ UK economy threatened

◼ Farming sector exports 65% to EU

◼ 73% of UK food imports come from EU

◼ 50% of UK financial assets held by non-UK banks

◼ 45% of UK financial exports go to EU

◼ Challenge London’s international financial center

◼ 7,500 financial services jobs shifted to EU since 2016

◼ In 2019 displaced by New York as top financial center

◼ UK bound by EU regulations without any seat
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Better together or apart?

◼ Raising barriers to travel &                                                    
trade is not a recipe for progress

◼ But may find offsetting advantages

◼ EU: 

◼ Without Eurosceptic Brits dragging their feet, may 
form “ever closer union” & be a greater world power

◼ Without UK, EU may define itself juxtaposition to US

◼ New EU-China investment treaty signals shift east

◼ UK:

◼ Freed from EU red tape, engage more non-Europe 

◼ But could also shrink if Scots secede
13

Source: Brexit Arrives, for Better or Worse, by Walter Russell Mead, WSJ, Jan. 4, 2021
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Life continues after Brexit in EU

◼ Finalized negotiations on its                           
budget & Covid fund

◼ New investment treaty with China 

◼ But with UK’s departure

◼ EU loses its strongest military power

◼ Also loses important NATO member with strongest US ties

◼ EU members must reconcile views on:

◼ Russian threat vs. gas

◼ Eastern Mediterranean crisis

◼ Relations with China

◼ Will turn to negotiations on EU’s future: States 
United or a United States? 

14
Source: Life After Brexit, by Antonia Colibasanu, Dec 31, 2020, Geopolitical Futures
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EU internal conflicts: Just family 
spat or serious divisions? 

◼ With 27 members speaking 24 languages                                 
spats not unexpected

◼ But Brexit was significant split and precedence 

◼ Much tension during Euro crisis of rich Germany and poor 
PIIGS (Portugal, Ireland, Italy, Greece and Spain)

◼ Rise of right-wing anti-immigrant parties 

◼ Hungarian and Polish illiberalism

◼ Pending retirement of EU cornerstone Angela Merkel

◼ Diverging views of Russia in Ukraine & Belarus vs. 
dependence on Russian energy

◼ Crisis caused by Covid & resignation of Italian PM  
15

Source: Niall Ferguson, “2021:The 
New Europe,” WSJ, Nov 19, 2011
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EU post-Brexit perils

◼ EU lost important partner

◼ 3rd largest member

◼ Nuclear power

◼ Historic diplomatic and intelligence assets

◼ America’s window into Europe

◼ Divided Europeans lack political will or military muscle 
to defend themselves on their own – so American ties 
indispensable
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UK will continue to play important world role

◼ Permanent seat on UN Security Council

◼ British Commonwealth: UK & 53 former colonies of 2.4 bil.

◼ However, Brexit lost seat at EU will accelerate Britain’s 
declining global geopolitical influence 
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Indicator EU US UK

Official languages 24 1 1

Area (mil sq mi) 1.6 3.8 0.09

Population (mil) 448 328 68

2020 GDP ($tril. nominal) 14.9$      20.8$         2.6$        

Per capita $33,338 $63,051 $39,229

Comparisons EU, US & UK



EU isn’t now built to lead in world 
affairs - no army and 27 vetoes

◼ Any of 27 members can block action

◼ No armed forces 

◼ EU diplomats have limited authority and must 
compete with diplomats of members

◼ EU less a single actor than group of middle and 
smaller powers undercutting one another

◼ EU’s ineffectiveness on global stage is grave concern –
US & world need strong EU to counter China & Russia

18
Sources: “The EU isn’t built for speed,” Walter Russell Mead, WSJ, Sept. 28, 2020 and Wikipedia, EU 
foreign relations
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But EU could change:  Get  
stronger at home and abroad

◼ EU sees US abdicating its global leadership role

◼ While Russia & China eagerly exploit every opportunity 
to pit Western partners against one another

◼ EU may have needed shock of BREXIT to prove that 
rumors of its death were exaggerated

◼ Need stronger EU integration:

◼ Change EU foreign policy to majority vote

◼ 3% GDP military & foreign assistance budget

◼ Create EU military

19

Diplomacy without arms is like an orchestra without 
instruments. -Frederick the Great

Most 
prominent 
German 
diplomat
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EU major 
player in 

international 
trade

◼ EU negotiates members international trade agreements 

◼ EU’s one of largest in world trade $4.55 trillion in 2019

◼ US, UK & China ~ 40% of EU’s trade
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Country
Imports 

from EU

Exports 

to EU

EU  

Total

EU Trade 

balance Exports

US 430         259      690    17           482$      

China 222         404      627    (18)         248$      

UK 356         216      572    13           399$      

World 2,388      2,167   4,555 221        2,674$   

EU's main trading partners,  2019 

($ bil)

EU trade if remove UK



Importance of 
viable EU to US;

UK is small

◼ EU Economy

◼ Best customer 

◼ Market capitalism

◼ Combined with US, nearly 50% world economy

◼ EU Diplomacy – best ally 

◼ Greatest model of interstate union

◼ Multiple sets and eyes and ears to rest of world

◼ Democratic and diplomatic experience

◼ Democratic home for former Soviet Bloc countries 

◼ Resistance against Russia expansionism 21
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Rank Country
US 

Exports

US 

Imports

Total 

Trade

Trade 

Balance

- World 1,546 2,342 3,888 -796 2              

- EU 283 435 718 -151 0          
1  China 130 505 635 -376 0              

2  Canada 282 299 582 -17 0              

3  Mexico 243 314 558 -71 0              

4  Japan 68 136 204 -69 0              

7  UK 56 53 109 3 0            
30  Russia 7 17 24 -10 0              

8  France 33,596 48,899 82,495 -15,303

US Largest Trade Partners, 2017 ($bil)



While best allies, US & EU have cultural differences

Ideals

1. Exercise of power

2. Government

3. Growth or equity?

4. Responsibility

5. Business goals

6. College career goals

7. Jobs

8. Innovations

9. View of the other

10. Political philosophy

EU

1. Willing, unilateral

2. Problem

3. Growth

4. Individual

5. Private, profit

6. Private sector

7. Creative destruction

8. Engine of growth

9. Pampered aristocrats

10. Libertarian
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US

1. Hesitant, consensus

2. Solution

3. Equity

4. Shared

5. Social, public 

6. Public sector

7. Protected

8. Wary of impact

9. Greedy cowboys

10. Social democratic
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Hooray: EU complements US’s aggressiveness! 



Appreciating EU’s position

◼ “Contemporary Europe stands out … because of its relative wealth, 
its large number of democracies, and … peace and stability…. 
Overall, Europe must be considered extraordinarily successful.… Still, 
there is a question of whether Europe’s best days are behind it. The 
future of both NATO and …EU is in some doubt.”  Richard Haas, The 
World, pages 66, 69

**************

◼ “Europeans, understandably, fear that they could become the grass 
on which the elephants of great power competition trample-with little 
to gain and much to lose. They won’t want to be just an appendage 
to American strategy; and we’ll need to get accustomed to even 
more given and take than we’ve dealt with before. The transatlantic 
alliance is growing more, not less, important to both of our interest.” 
William J Burns, The Back Channel,  pages 431-432
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“If the euro fails, Europe fails." German Chancellor Angela Merkel



Europe is a quiet superpower

Europe … is a quiet superpower. Though often 
just as influential as the United States, its slow 
and incremental style and its subtler "civilian" 
instruments of power—trade, aid, international 
law and diplomacy—are easily and often 
overlooked. The inclusion in the EU of 12 new 
members in Eastern and southern Europe has 
surely been the most cost-effective Western 
policy for spreading peace and prosperity since 
the end of the Cold War. 

24

Source: "Make Way for the Quiet Superpower," Newsweek (31 December 2007), by Andrew 

Moravcsik, Professor of Politics and director of European Union Program at Princeton University.
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http://www.princeton.edu/~amoravcs/library/quiet.doc


New EU-China 
investment deal

◼ On Dec 30, EU & China concluded a business investment 
deal after 7-year negotiation

◼ China is EU’s 2nd & EU is China’s biggest trade partner

◼ Gives EU additional access comparable to US

◼ Critics say it binds EU too closely to China, deflects its 
pressure to reform, and is the wedge China wants to 
divide EU and US

25
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China’s Xi, France’s Macron & Germany’s Merkel



Varying visions of Post-Brexit 
UK by catastrophists, 
nostalgics & denialists

◼ Global Britain, Global Broker (Chatham House)

◼ Be a problem-solver and remain closely in sync with EU

◼ Not reincarnate as mini great power, but use soft power, seat 
at major tables and diplomacy to broker global solutions

◼ A Very British Tilt East (Policy Exchange) 

◼ Tilt foreign policy toward Indo-Pacific to counter rising China

◼ India?? Chatham cautions due to democratic backsliding vs. 
Policy Exchange urges deeper focus due to threat of China

◼ Questions unanswered: 

◼ Is UK’s global clout being overestimated? 

◼ In wake Trump and Xi, underestimating world change?
26Source: atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/new-atlanticist/britains-foreign-policy-debate-is-back. By Ben Judah, prominent British 

journalist and the author of This Is London and Fragile Empire. 
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Biden foreign policies: 
More closely align with EU, but

◼ Rejoin Paris climate-change accord

◼ Reassert support for NATO

◼ Re-engage with Iran nuclear agreement

◼ Halt plan to withdraw 12,000 troops from Germany

◼ But: Biden:

◼ Urges Europe to take on more of security burden

◼ Cautions EU China investment & Russian energy ties 

◼ But: EU:

◼ More focused on economy than military and importance of 
Russia’s gas and China’s markets

27Source: “What U.S.-Europe Relations Under Biden May Look Like,” WSJ, by Stephen Fidler, 
Jan. 15, 2021 and Walter Russell Meade, “Eurocrats are from Mars,” WSJ, Feb 2, 2021
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Brexit & EU
Summary and Conclusions

▪ On Jan 1, Brexit began primarily of UK concerns over 
immigration and nettlesome EU regulations

▪ Still no EU tariffs, but EU regulations, customs & limits 
on financial services 

▪ EU has lost major power, especially military and ties to 
US, but also removes a quarrelsome member

▪ Brexit may weaken solidarity against Russia and China
▪ Both EU & UK historic US allies, trade & NATO partners 
▪ US shouldn’t choose sides but strengthen West 

28Next Class #4, Feb 10: Struggles over the melting Arctic



Discussion Questions

1. Would Britain having success post-Brexit put pressure on EU 
and other members that have threatened to leave? Would a 
disastrous Brexit hurt Europe as a whole?

2. Should US prioritize its “special relationship” with UK over its 
relationship with EU?

3. Should EU make amend its founding treaties to make it more 
difficult for states to exit? 

4. If UK ever wants to rejoin EU, what provisions, if any, should 
EU make upon re-entry? Can EU risk letting UK rejoin only for 
another Brexit in future? 

5. Do you think Europe is stronger when united under banner of 
EU? Can EU survive post-Merkel? 

6. In the age of social media, how can vital public policy issues 
be informed by facts rather than by emotions? 29
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◼ Basic question: where does fractious Britain go from here after Brexit?

◼ Was Brexit due to incompetence? Has it alerted EU the need to be more 
responsive to its members?

◼ There were strong differences in culture & geography - older and less 
educated voted to leave whereas younger and more educated voted to stay

◼ In view of this generational divide, might Britain return to EU?

◼ Britain is still looking for a role in world after WW II and loss of empire

◼ There were glaring issues occurring during Brexit era

◼ Migration crisis

◼ Economic recession

◼ Euro skeptics

◼ Polarization between rural and urban areas

◼ Major sticking point was border in northern Ireland which Teresa May was 
not able to resolve and therefore stepped aside and Boris Johnson became 
the leader and won in 2019 overwhelmingly

30

Video Highlights “Britain after Brexit”
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Video Highlights “Britain after Brexit”

◼ EU insisted on a hard border in Ireland-but that violated the 
spirit of the “Good Friday agreement” and would open old 
wounds over border being open

◼ In Ireland, EU remains popular

◼ Scottish wanted to stay in EU & also independence

◼ Most Londoners wanted to remain and worried if London could 
remain a global hub if Brexit passed

◼ Some advocated in favor of Brexit that UK and US could reach 
a trade deal, but that would be complicated because of 
different standards 

◼ US farmers interested because they wanted to sell to UK

31
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Video Highlights “Britain after Brexit”

◼ Some British view their country with nostalgia for Empire and 
argued that EU needed Britain more than Britain needed EU

◼ Is EU still possible to be a world leader without UK?

◼ Will it help UK to “unshackle from European corpse”?

◼ UK still holds seat on UN Security Council, and it is a strong  
member of NATO

◼ But UK is no longer a superpower, but it might become a leader 
of democracies or parliamentarian states

◼ Despite all the arguments pro and con - now that Brexit 
happened, tough job remains on delivering on promises made 
of the benefits of Brexit

32
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Glossary- # 3 Brexit: taking stock and looking ahead 

◼ 10 Downing Street- is headquarters of the Government of the United 
Kingdom and residence of Prime Minister 

◼ 2016 Referendum- held in UK which brought to vote whether the should 
remain or leave EU. The result of the vote was that the UK would leave the 
European Union. 

◼ Boris Johnson- current Prime Minister of UK and Leader of Conservative 
Party. Johnson was Mayor of London from 2008 to 2016 and junior shadow 
minister under Prime Minister David Cameron. 

◼ David Cameron - the former Prime Minister of UK (2010–16) who was a part 
of Conservative Party. Cameron was Prime Minister that called for UK 
Referendum. 

◼ Donald Tusk- From Poland, European Council President (2014–2019) and 
current President of European People’s Party 

◼ Good Friday Agreement- also known as Belfast Agreement, are two 
agreements signed on April 10, 1998 between UK and Ireland and brought 
an end to the political conflict between Ireland and Northern Ireland. 
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Glossary- # 3 Brexit: taking stock and looking ahead 
(continued) 

◼ Margaret Thatcher- Prime Minister of UK (1979-1990) and Leader of 
Conservative Party. She is the first female Prime Minister in British history. 

◼ Marshall Plan- also known as European Recovery Program, largescale U.S. 
foreign policy program that provided funding for Western European 
countries recovering from World War II. 

◼ Nigel Farage- Leader of the Brexit Party and former leader of United 
Kingdom Independence Party (UKIP). Farage campaigned to leave  EU 
during 2016 referendum. 

◼ Theresa May- Former Prime Minister of UK (2016-2019) and Leader of 
Conservative Party during much of early stages of the Brexit negotiations. 
She resigned after having her Brexit negotiation draft was rejected by  
British Parliament. 

◼ Tony Blair- Former Prime Minister of UK (1997–2007) who was a member of 
the Labour Party. Blair was Prime Minister that oversaw the Good Friday 
Agreement for UK. 
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EU, UK & US Trade 

◼ US, UK & China similar trade 
with EU

◼ UK trade about half with EU, 
15% with US & only 5% with 
China 

◼ US trade less than EU, with 4 
large partners of EU, China, 
Canada and Mexico for 60% 
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Rank Country
Imports 

to UK

Exports 

from UK

UK Total 

trade

Trade 

balance

Total non-EU 385 438 823 53

 EU Total 436 351 787 -86

Total 822 788 1,610 -33

1 US 90 144 234 54

5  China 58 29 86 -29

UK major trading partners, 2019 ($bil)

Country
Imports 

from EU

Exports 

to EU

EU  

Total

EU Trade 

balance Exports

US 430         259      690    17           482$      

China 222         404      627    (18)         248$      

UK 356         216      572    13           399$      

World 2,388      2,167   4,555 221        2,674$   

EU's main trading partners,  2019 

($ bil)

EU trade if remove UK

Rank Country
US 

Exports

US 

Imports

Total 

Trade

Trade 

Balance

- World 1,546 2,342 3,888 -796 2              

- EU 283 435 718 -151 0              

1  China 130 505 635 -376 0              

2  Canada 282 299 582 -17 0              

3  Mexico 243 314 558 -71 0              

4  Japan 68 136 204 -69 0              

5  Germany 54 118 171 -64 0              

6  S Korea 48 71 120 -23 0              

7  UK 56 53 109 3 0              

9  India 26 49 74 -23 0              

30  Russia 7 17 24 -10 0              

8  France 33,596 48,899 82,495 -15,303

US Largest Trade Partners, 2017 ($bil)
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Most Europeans view EU favorably, but UK less so 
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EU both in Europe and globally viewed positively 
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Globally, few rank EU as leading Global Power
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